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A Short Summary Introductory Hebrew Grammar  

Hebrew Alphabet     Transliteration 

   x   aleph   ’ 

   b   bet   b 

   g   gimel   g 

   d   dalet   d 

   h   he   h 

   v   waw   w 

   z   zayin   z 

   H   het   h 

   F   tet   t 

   y   yod   y 

   j, k   kaph   k 

   l   lamed   l 

   M, m   mem   m 

   N, n   nun   n 

   s   samek   s 

   f   ayin   ʽ  

   J, p   pe   p 

   c   sade   ṣ 

   q   qoph   q 

   r   res   r 

   W, w   sin, shin  s, š 

   t   taw   t 
 



Hebrew Vowels 

Short Vowel     Long Vowel 

a Class Ba pathah, ba    BA qames[, bā 

e Class B, seghol, be   ;  Be s[ere, bē 

                   yBe s[ere yod, bey 

i Class Bi h9ireq, bi             yBi h9ireq yod, bî 

o Class BA qames[ h9atuph, bo           OB h9olem, bō 

u Class Bu qibbus[, bu             UB šureq, bû 

Half Vowels  

(Simple & Composite shewas transliterated) 

Simple shewa  b;   Under non guttural consonants 

 

Composite shewas     Under gutturals such as  
        fHhx 

Transliterated 

 hateph (hurried) pathah fE             ă 
 

 hateph seghol  x<    ĕ 
 

 hateph qames  h#    ŏ 

 
 

    

Article indicator at the beginning of the word 
( ha before non-guttural consonant followed by a dagheš forte, hA before gutturals) 



Personal Pronoun 

Singular     Plural 

yn9xE  I (c)    UnH;n1xE we 

hTAxa  you (m)   MT.,xa     you (m) 

T4xa  you (f)   NT@xa     you (f) 

xUh  he    hm0Ahe, Mhe    they (m) 

xyhi  she    hn0!he, Nhe    they (f) 

Suffix and Gender Indicators 
Singular     Plural 

  None for masculine   My9 for plural (m) 

  h Afor fem singular    tO    for plural (f) 

Suffix Pronoun Indicators 

Singular Nouns 

Singular     Plural   
      (MOlw; - Peace) 

ymOlw; my peace   UnmeOlw; our peace 

  j~m;Olw; your peace (m)  Mk,m;Olw; our peace 

  j̀meOlw; your peace (f)  Nk,m;Olw; your peace (f) 

  OmOlw; his peace   MmAOlw; their peace (m) 

  hmAOlw; her peace   NmAOlw; their peace (f) 

(Christ is MOlw;) 

Suffix Pronoun Indicators 



Plural Nouns 

   Singular     Plural 

(MyHixa - Brothers) 

yHaxA  my brothers   UnyHexA  our brothers 

j~yH,xA  your brothers (m)  Mk,yHexA your brothers (m) 

j̀y9HaxA  your brothers (f)  Nk,yHexA your brothers (f) 

VyHAxA  his brothers   Mh,yHexA their brothers (m) 

haYH,xA  her brothers   Nh,yHexA their brothers (f) 

Nouns in Construct Indicators 

   Singular     Plural 

   ; (m) in first syllable    y e(m) at end of word 

t (f) at end of word   tO (f) at end of word 

It is necessary to learn the Qal Perfect and Imperfect of the regular verb with its 
suffixes and then these suffixes can be added to the other 6 stems. 

Qal Perfect 

   Singular    Suffix endings 

lfapA0  he has done    

hlAfEpA0  she has done   h Aa she 

T!l;fapA0  you have done (m)  T! you (m) 

T;l;fapA0  you have done (f)  T4 you (f) 

yTil;fapA0 I have done   yTi I 

 

 



  Plural  

UlfEpA0  they have done  U they  

MT,l;fap;0 you have done (m) MT, you (m) 

NT,l;fap;0 you have done (f)  NT, you (f) 

Unl;fap;0 we have done  Un we  

Qal Imperfect 

  Singular   Prefixes to Imperfect 

lfaP;y9  he will do   y he 

lfap;Ti  she will do   T she  

lfap;Ti  you will do (m)  T you (m)  

ylfEp;Ti you will do (f)  y, T you (f)  

lfap;x, I will do   x I  

   Plural   Prefixes and Suffixes to Imperfect 

  UlfEp;y9 they will do   U, y they (m)  

  hn!l;fap;Ti they will do   hn!, T they (m)  

UlfEp;Ti you will do   U, T you (m)  

hn!l;fap;Ti you will do   hn!, T you (f)  

lfap;n9  we will do          n   we  

we she/you he I 

 N                    t      y x 

 

Since the verb lfp, “to do,” is used to classify the stems in most grammars it is 
used here 



There are 7 basic stems in Hebrew 

(The following are in the Perfect stem) 

1. Qal/Paal is the basic stem    (ā/a ) vowel pattern 

  lfapA0  - he did     

2. Niphal is the passive of the Qal with a n prefix  (i/a) vowel pattern 

  Lfap;n ii ii    - he/it was done    

3.   * Piel is the active intensive stem    (i/ē) vowel pattern 

  Lfepi0  - he did (something) intensely 

(normally the form is rBD with doubling of second radical & i/ē vowel pattern) 

4. Pual is the passive of the Piel      (u/a) vowel pattern 

  Lfapu  - it was done (intensely) 

5. Hiphil  is the active causative stem with a h prefix (i/i) vowel pattern 

  Lyfip;hi - he caused to do (something) 

6. Hophal is the passive causative of the Hiphil with h prefix  and an (o/a)  

vowel pattern 

  Lfap;hA  - he was caused to do (something) 

7. Hithpael is the reflexive with a prefix th and an (a/ē) vowel pattern 

  LfePat4hi  - he himself did (something) 

 

 

* Because the middle radical consonant is a guttural it cannot take a daghes forte     ( . ) which indicates a doubling in the middle radical of the Piel, 
Pual and Hithpael stems, but this verb is used because it is the basis of the naming of the stems in most Hebrew grammars. For example since 
doubling of the ayin(f) Lfe0Pi cannot occur, the daghes forte is omitted here. In a non-guttural middle radical the form would be wDeq i , wDaqu wDeqat4hi 
he sanctified, he was sanctified, he himself sanctified. 



The seven basic stems in the Imperfect tense 

1. Qal/Paal    *(i/o) vowel pattern 

  Lfap;y9  - he will do (i/a because of guttural) 

* with a non-guttural middle consonant rm*w;y9 i/o vowel pattern 

2. Niphal    (i/a) vowel pattern 

  Lfep0Ay9  - it will be done 

3. Piel     (shewa/a) vowel pattern 

  Lfepay4  - he will do (intensely) 

4. Pual     (shewa/u) vowel pattern 

  Lfapuy4  - it will be done (intensely) 

5. Hiphil     (a/i) vowel pattern 

  Lyfip;y1  - he will cause to do 

6. Hophal    (o/a) vowel pattern 

  Lfap;y!  - he will be caused to do 

7. Hithpael     

  Lfep0at4y9  - he himself will do 

In the Hithpael there is the prefix t4y9and an a/ē vowel pattern 

 

 

Basic tenses 

In Hebrew there is the past or perfect tense and the imperfect or future tense.  
They indicate completed action in the perfect and incomplete action in the imperfect. 

 
 



Transliteration  
 

In the beginning the student can learn the vowels and consonants by transliterating in 
Genesis as follows: 

:Cr@xAhA  txev4  My9mawA0ha  txe  Myhi|x<  xr!BA  tywxr2B; (Gen 1: 1) 

b‘rē’šît  bārā’  ělohîm’ēt haššāmāyim w‘ ’ ēt hā’ ā  reṣ 

 

 “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth,” etc.  

This can be continued for learning the consonants. There are 3 steps: 1) Write the 
Hebrew, 2) Transliterate and then 3) Translate it. 

The audio for each verse or passage should then be listened to and repeated aloud to 
develop reading skill. Also memorization of some verses in Hebrew is encouraged. 
Reading of Hebrew should always be out loud.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Overall Chart Identification for Parsing Verbs 

Check Prefix (rules for parsing) 

 

        Prefix 

 

 

 

 

 

If 

 

 

 

 

y 

t 

x 

n 

 

 

h 

 

 

n 

 

 

m 

 

 

  

 No Prefix 

Use Imperfect 
rule Chart 

Use rule chart 

h 
Use rule chart 

n 
Participle-use 
Imperfect rule 
chart 

use no prefix 
rule chart 

 

 

 

 

 



Parsing: Imperfect rule chart  

(One must know the Qal regular perfect verb suffixes & imperfect prefixes) 

Specific Principles: Go to Prefix consonant and vowel 

1. If “A” class vowel  � go to the next full vowel 

 a. If “I” class vowel � Hiphil 

 b. If any other � Qal 

Example: lyd0ig4y1 he will cause to be great or magnify  

(Hiphil Imperfect causative) 

2. If “I” class � go to 1st radical or consonant of root 

 a. If “a class vowel � Niphal 

 b. If any other � Qal 

Example: rmewA0y9 (Niphal Imperfect) – he will be kept, note also the  n of the Niphal 

stem has assimilated into the w by progressive assimilation � wn  � becomes 

w0 with daghes forte doubling of the w. 

3. If “shewa” under Prefix � go to next vowel 

 a. “a” vowel � Piel rBeday4 he will speak 

 b. “u” vowel � Pual rBaduy9 it was spoken 

Note: (doubling of the middle radicals) 

4. If “o” class vowel under Prefix (qames qaton / hatuph qames) � Hophal 

Example: lDag4y! “he has been magnified” 

5. The participle with the prefix will be parsed with the same rules in the piel, 
pual, hiphil hophal, and hithpael stems. 

Example: lyDig4ma magnify (with a/i) pattern showing a hiphil participle 

 



h Prefix Chart 

h 

 

 

 

 

 

“A” 

Vowel 

“I” 

Vowel 

“U”or “O” 

Vowel 

It will be Hiphil 
imperative or infinitive 

lyD9g4ha “magnify” 

Go to the 1st radical or 
consonant of the root and 
if: 

1. “A” vowel � Niphal 
Imperative or Infinitive  

Example: rmew0Ahi “be 

kept” note the n of the 
Niphal has assimilated 

into the w for progressive 

assimilation �  wn � w000 
with the daghes forte 
doubling. 

2. Otherwise � Hiphil 
Perfect  

Example: lyDig;hi “he 
magnified” 

 

It will be a Hophal Perfect 
or Imperative or Infinite 

Example: lDg4hA 

“be magnified” 
(Imperative) 

Note Qameṣ  T is Hatuph 
or short “o” vowel 

 

 



n Prefix Chart 

      n 

 

 

 

 

1. If i/pathah vowel pattern � Niphal 

Perfect, rmaw;n9 he was kept  

2. If i/qames or final long ā  = Niphal 

Participle, Example: rmAw;n9 “he was 
keeping” 

If the i/a vowel pattern does not appear 
then apply the imperfect rule chart to 
determine the Imperfect form for the 1st 
common plural. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



No prefix chart with examples of vowel patterns 

Qal Stem  Vowel Pattern 

rmawA    ā /a  Qal Perfect, “he has kept” 

rmew    o/ē  Qal Active Participle “he is keeping” 

rUmwA                  ā /û  Qal Passive Participle “he was kept” 

rm*w;    shewa/ō Qal Imperative “keep” 

rm*w;li   shewa/ō Qal Infinitive construct “to keep” 

rOmwA    ā /ō  Qal Infinitive absolute “indeed keep”  

     or “continually keep” depending on  

whether the infinite absolute precedes or 
follows the verbs  

Piel Stem  Vowel Pattern 

 rBeDi    i/ē  Piel Perfect “he spoke” 

rBeDa    a/ē  Piel Imperative “speak” 

rBedal;   a/ē  Piel Infinitive “to speak” 

Pual Stem  Vowel Pattern 

 dq0aPu     u/a  Pual Perfect “he was visited” 

       (or imperative/infinite) 

 

 

 

 

 



Basic rules for identifying and Parsing weak verbs 

Weak verbs are verbs that deviate from regular verbs in that some begin with a n 

(nun) or a guttural or have a guttural for one or more of the consonants (fHhx). 

These verbs are classified by the verb lfp, to do or by 1st , 2nd , 3rd  position 
depending on the position in the verb where these consonants occur.  

Example: Ntn is a Pe Nun or 1st n for it is in the p or first position. Some of these 
verbs are: 

1. Pe Nun  - where n (nun) is in the position or first  

position Example: Ntn!  

 2. Pe Yod  - xcy 

 3. Pe Waw  - bwy! from historic bwv. 

 4. Pe Guttural  - bzfA  

 5 Pe Aleph  - rmaxA  

 6. ((((Ayin Guttural  - lfaPA 

 7. Lamed He  - hy!hA  

 8. Lamed Guttural - fmawA 

 9. ((((Ayin Waw  - MUq0 

 10 ((((Ayin Yod  - MyWi 

(See J. Weingreen, A Practical Grammar for Classical Hebrew. Clarendon Press, 
1959, pp139-238, for a full grammatical discussion of weak verbs) 

 

 

 



Basic Rules 

1. Pe Nun  Ntn The basic rule is that of assimilation 

 Perfect:  TAn4tan! becomes  TAtan! , t n � T by progressive  

Assimilation, you have given 

 Imperfect:  NTen4y9 �  NT2y � the n assimilates into the t causing a  

doubling with a daghes forte. 

2. Pe Yod  There are two types of Pe Yod verbs: Those  

historically Pe Yod bFay! “to be good,” and those 

historically Pe Waw as in bway! , “to sit.” These are 

impacted in the Imperfect in different ways: bFayy9 “he will 

be good” where the historic y is retained in a Pe Yod 

original verb, whereas the verb bwey2 “he will sit” in an 

historical Pe Waw verb where the waw from bwev4y9 elides 
and with compensatory lengthening from hireq to sere 

under the prefix the form became bwey2 . 

The Imperative & Infinite Construct in the historically Pe 

Waw verb have bwe “sit” (Imperative) and tb,w, “to sit” 

(Infinitive construct) where the historical  v elided or 
dropped out. 

3. Pe Guttural  The main rule change in these verbs are seen in the  

Imperfect Niphal and Hiphil stems with composite shewas 

Examples:  bz*fEy1 “he will forsake” the f takes a  

composite hateph pathah which changed the expected hireq 

under the y to a pathah[ under the influence of the pathah[ in 

the hateph pathah[ composite shewa. In the Niphal bz1f<n@ “he 

has been forsaken” where the seghol occurs under to n 



corresponding to the seghol of the hateph seghol under the 

guttural rather than being a yod as in lxap;n9  

4. Pe Aleph  The main rule change is that of dissimilation seen in the  

imperfect rm,xy* “he will say”. Possibly an historical rm,x<y@ 
at some point dissimilated into rm,xy* where two seghol 
vowels changed to an o/e pattern with a dropping out of the 

hateph seghol under the x since the x is quiescent and 
vowel like. Hence dissimilation is the  

key element here. 

5. ((((Ayin Guttural  lfapA “he did”. The main changes is that the guttural will  

take a composite shewa rather than a simple shewa and that 
in the Piel and hithpael there will be compensatory 
lengthening of the a vowel from pathah[ (-) to qameṣ  

(    A) 

Examples are hlAfEpA “she did” in the Qal. In the Piel  

since the f cannot double taking a daghes] forte as in NKewi 
“to dwell”, it has compensatory lengthening from a hireq to 

a long vowel in the sere. Example:  lfepe 

The same is true in the Piel Imperfect becoming lfepAy4.  

Since the f cannot take a daghes forte showing doubling  

    compensation occurs by lengthening the pathaḥ 

     (short a vowel) to qameṣ (long a vowel). 
 

6. Lamed He  Since most Lamed He verbs were historically Lamed  

Yod, the yod will reappear in the perfect and imperfect and 

the final h will drop out in the shorter jussive form. 



For example in the Lamed He verb hy!hA, “to be,” the form 

in the Qal Perfect TAyy9hA “you have been” shows the 

reappearing of an historical yod. In the Qal Imperfect hy@h4y9 
“he will be” the final vowel is seghol or an i/e class vowel 

since and original yod seems to have preferred that to hy*h4y9 
with an o vowel as in rm*w4y9 “he will keep.” In the shorter 

jussive yhiy4 “let there be” the final h drops out and this 
form appears. 

7. Lamed Guttural Prefers a pathah[ (-) in the Qal Imperfect instead of an  
    “o”  

class vowel because the guttural attracts pathah[. 

For example: fmaw;y9 “he will hear” instead of  rm*w4y9. A 
furtive pathah[ appears under some forms to cause the final 

guttural to be pronounced as in faym;w4hi “he caused to 
hear”. 

8. ((((Ayin Waw and  In these verbs the middle consonant become so weak that 
((((Ayin Yod   it either dropped out as in the Qal Perfect or space   
   became a vowel as in the Qal Imperfect 

For example: MqA “he arose” from an original Mvq in the 

Perfect.  MUqy! in the Imperfect the v became a vowel and 
the pathah[ under the yod prefix lengthened to a qames[.  

Example: Mvuq4y1 �  Mv0qy! 

The (Ayin Yod verb MWA “he placed” (Qal perfect) comes 

from an original My2WA  where the yod weakened and 

dropped out. And the Qal Imperfect became MyWiyA “he will 

place” from an original My9W;y1 where the y became weak and 
disappeared and the pathah[ was lengthened to a qames[ 
under the yod prefix. 

Example: My9W;y1  �  MyWiy! 



Summary of rules for weak verb 

1. Pe Nun   - Assimilation and doubling 

   Nten4y9  � NT2y9 “he will give” 

2. Pe Yod   - The yod is retained in the imperfect 

   bFay4y9  �  bFayy9 “he will be good” 

3. Pe Waw   - The original v elides with compensatory  

lengthening  

   bwev4y9  � bwey2 “he will sit” 

4. Pe Guttural   - The composite shewa appears under the  

guttural with a corresponding pathah[ under 
prefix 

   bz*fEy1 

5. Pe Aleph   - Dissimilation appears in the Qal Imperfect  

with an ō vowel with the prefix 

   rm,x<y@ �  rm,xy* 

6. ((((Ayin Guttural   - Compensatory lengthening appears before  

the guttural in the  Piel form 

   lfePi  � lfepe 

7. Lamed He   - The final h will drop out or elide in the  
      jussive  

form and the i vowel will appear in the 

imperfect. yhiy4in jussive, hy@h4y9 in the 
Imperfect “let there be,” and “he will be.” 

 



8. Lamed Guttural  - The pathah[ is preferred before the guttural  

fmaw;y9  

9. ((((Ayin Waw and   - The middle v and middle y weaken into

 ((((Ayin Yod    vowels and under the prefix the - (pathah[)  

lengthens to a qames[ (    ! ) by compensatory  

lengthening 

   MUqy!  � “he will arise” for Mvuq4y9 

MyWiy!  � “he will place” for My9W;y1  

 The middle v and y drop out in the Perfect Mq! and MWA  

 

 

 

 


